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A BRUSH WITH REALITY 
 

DRAGON IN POST 
 

 

 

 
 

A brush with reality can  

Be one of two things,  

An obvious broom –  

Or a fish that sings 

 

 

Peter Ball 
 

Words and I have flirted, courted, 
married and divorced; made love, 
made war and made peace…  

Peter Ball is a performing poet, lyricist, musician, and artist. He regularly recites his poetry in 

the back rooms of bars and echoing halls to appreciative crowds. He also has a radio show, The 

Word, where (if you turn it on - www.thenakedword.co.uk -) you will hear him interview writers, 

musicians and publishers about their work.  

As an artist, Peter likes to illuminate the idiosyncrasies of human nature.  

Dragon in Post is a collection of poems and illustrations dealing with people and their 

relationship to power. It is available as an eBook on Amazon kindle and can also be found at 

http://bookshop.mardibooks.com/ 

For more information on Dragon in Post, getting published, entering our free writing competitions, improving your 

writing skills or purchasing our eBooks or hard copy books, please visit www.mardibooks.com 

Dragon in Post is a collection of poems and 

illustrations dealing with people and their 

relationship with power. The illustrations add 

yet another dimension, underscoring, but not 

defining the meaning of the poem. 

The title poem ‘Dragon in Post’ wonders how or 

why identical influences can be used for 

creation or destruction. The sufferers blame 

the blessed, and the blessed ignore the 

sufferers. ‘One man’s truth becomes another 

man’s lies.  

Power is an enormously emotive subject. It 

heals, wounds, creates and destroys. Desire for 

it conspires against peace, and taints any 

search for an understanding of our place in the 

cosmos. For many of us, there is more to life 

than our systems dictate. And we like to say so. 
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